
Make workflows clear and efficient
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Quentic Processes adds several features to your Quentic Core, enabling you to optimize 
your business processes, workflow and dataflow. Define clear procedures, visualize organization 
and process structures and turn your blueprints into a daily work routine. 

Rigorous demonstration of processes

Well-arranged diagrams created with little effort

Direct implementation and documentation of steps
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Reliable guidelines 
Quentic Processes assists you in visualizing, analyzing and executing business processes. You can determine clear 
rules to be followed and assign responsibilities by defining certain conditions. Utilize the process feature in order to 
visualize internal processes, instruct employees and enhance your management system.

Diagrams par excellence
With Quentic Processes, you can easily visualize all processes established in your company. This system uses stan-
dardized symbols, making all processes distinct and comprehensible. Simply select a symbol, drag it to the desired 
position, label it, and you’re done! Individual process elements are aligned automatically, ensuring proper layout with 
minimal effort. With only a single click of the mouse, you can generate a PDF file of the diagram.

Clearly defined steps
By using the comprehensible process explorer, you can quickly locate and open required processes. Simply navigate 
to the desired process step to view all necessary information. With a single click of the mouse, you can be directed to 
the respective module component within Quentic where you can execute the described process step. Documents can 
be attached to process elements as well, ensuring processes are directly and efficiently executed in your company. 

Visualize company structures
Quentic Processes not only helps you illustrate your company’s processes, but also visualize your company structure. 
Among other things, embedding various data objects effortlessly provides you with an overview of all facilities, 
including all main permits. You can just as easily establish and visualize the most important relations between various 
documents.



Quentic—software made to order
Quentic supports your health & safety, 
environmental, energy and sustainability 
management. Featuring a module-based 
structure, this online software can be used 
in many different ways. Simply combine the 
desired modules to create your individual 
made-to-order tool.
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Model processes
Create extended Event-driven Process Chains (eEPC)

Easy process visualization via drag and drop

Link other Quentic components and data records in order to 
document and carry out steps 

Determine responsibilities and link respective departments 
and positions 

Link documents, internal tools and data objects 

Establish links among processes 

Generate PDF files from process charts

Define process releases and versioning

Process overviews 
Create process overviews to combine and structure related 
processes

Link individual processes to enable direct transfer from the 
process overview with one click

Generate PDF files from the process overviews 

Process explorer
Quick access to all processes and process overviews

Comprehensive display of process diagrams and vital 
 information

Navigate through the individual process steps
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